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Introduction 

Health promoters in both Cancer Society and Community and Public Health work to enable people to 

increase control over and improve their health. Supporting early childhood education settings as they 

promote protection from the damaging effects of the sun was the focus of this project and report. 

This work continues a longstanding partnership between Cancer Society (Canterbury West Coast) and the 

Canterbury District Health Board’s public health division – Community and Public Health (CPH). Across 

Canterbury West Coast, collaborative partnerships with Community and Public Health (CPH) staff have been 

effective for example, in initiating the Fresh Air Project of smokefree cafes in Christchurch. 

Cancer Society is the main non-governmental organisation committed to reducing the incidence and impact 

of cancer in New Zealand, and an important aspect of this work is health advocacy to promote cancer risk 

reduction. Cancer Society has worked in partnership with a variety of agencies for many years to raise 

awareness of sun protection amongst the public, within schools and with workplaces including territorial 

authorities. The SunSmart schools programme is an accredited programme which recognises a school’s 

efforts to implement a comprehensive sun protection policy and practices. An accreditation programme like 

this is not in place for early childhood education (ECE) settings.  

Cancer Society works alongside the Health Promotion Agency to share resources and expertise to reduce the 

incidence and impact of skin cancer in New Zealand. Cancer Society is a key contributor to planning and 

operational support to advance the outcomes outlined in the New Zealand Skin Cancer Primary Prevention 

and Early Detection strategy 2017-2022. 1 

Background 

Despite the wide range of sun protection activity taking place across New Zealand, skin cancers are by far 

the most common cancers in New Zealand today.1   

Indeed, New Zealand has recently overtaken Australia as the country with the highest rate of melanoma 

incidence.2   

Some researchers highlight that a contributing factor to rising melanoma incidences has been that for more 

than a decade ‘New Zealand has lacked high-level commitment to, and adequate investment in, skin cancer 

prevention’. 3  

                                                           
1 New Zealand Skin Cancer Primary Prevention and Early Detection Strategy 2017 to 2022. March 2017. Prepared by 
the Health Promotion Agency and the Melanoma Network of New Zealand (Mel Net) on behalf of the New Zealand 
Skin Cancer Primary Prevention and Early Detection Steering Committee 
Source: https://www.sunsmart.org.nz//sites/default/files/documents/FINAL-Strategy-2017-to-2022.PDF 
 
2 International Agency for Research on Cancer : Melanoma of skin 2016 Available from : 
http://globocan.iarc.fr/old/bar_sex_site.asp?selection=16120&title=Melanoma+of+skin&statistic=2&populations=5&
window=1&grid=1&info=1&color1=5&color1e=&color2=4&color2e=&submit=%C2%A0Execute 
 
3 Associate Professor Tony Reeder of the Department of Preventive and Social Medicine at the University of Otago 
source http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11613884 
 

https://www.sunsmart.org.nz/sites/default/files/documents/FINAL-Strategy-2017-to-2022.PDF
http://globocan.iarc.fr/old/bar_sex_site.asp?selection=16120&title=Melanoma+of+skin&statistic=2&populations=5&window=1&grid=1&info=1&color1=5&color1e=&color2=4&color2e=&submit=%C2%A0Execute
http://globocan.iarc.fr/old/bar_sex_site.asp?selection=16120&title=Melanoma+of+skin&statistic=2&populations=5&window=1&grid=1&info=1&color1=5&color1e=&color2=4&color2e=&submit=%C2%A0Execute
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Key primary prevention strands to the New Zealand Skin Cancer Primary Prevention and Early Detection 

Strategy 2017-2022 are efforts to: 

 increase knowledge of the risks from ultraviolet radiation (UVR) among the public, policy makers and 
health professionals  

 get universal recognition that skin cancer is a serious public health issue and 

 increase policy support for protective environments. 

In both South and Mid Canterbury, Cancer Society in partnership with the Canterbury DHB health promotion 

team have developed projects to engage ECE settings to talk about sun protective practices.  As no similar 

work had been undertaken in Christchurch, Cancer Society and CPH discussed working together to engage 

with ECE settings in the Christchurch area. The CPH Health Promoter (Early Childhood) was new to her role 

and the Cancer Society Health Promoter was keen to strengthen her engagement with the ECE sector, so 

another key objective of the project was for them both to meet ECE setting leaders in person, to learn from 

them, and offer their support.  

Methodology 

Given the high numbers of ECE settings in Christchurch, it was agreed to prioritise visits to ECE settings in 

Christchurch City that are eligible for equity funding (prioritising ‘EQI 1-3’) while also contacting a smaller 

diverse group outside this profile.  

The CPH Health Promoter (Early Childhood) spoke with Kidsfirst Kindergartens Association and BestStart 

Educare South Island management to seek their support for this work, and it was given. The CPH Health 

Promoter then phoned or visited ECE setting leaders (head teachers/managers/supervisors/owners) to ask 

for an opportunity to meet for face-to-face interviews. A survey was developed as the basis for these 

structured interviews, with questions designed to identify:  

 what settings felt was working well to enable them to provide a sun protective environment 

 what challenges they experienced 

 what practices they have in place to provide a sun protective environment 

 what support they would appreciate  

 how they rate their current level of outdoor shade provision 

 awareness of the newly-developed Cancer Society online Sun protection module for early childhood 
educators. 
 

Interviews with the appropriate ECE leader for each setting followed, guided by the CPH and Cancer Society 

Health Promoters. Responses were hand-written during the interview process, and these responses were 

late transcribed on to a survey template by the Cancer Society health promoter.  

Twenty-six visits took place between May 2018 and July 2018. Other settings were willing to be interviewed 

as well, however it was decided to conclude interviews by the end of July.  

A ‘Sun protection information resource pack’ was left with all ECE settings visited and a follow up email 

highlighting some useful sun protection resources was sent to all ECE settings that had completed a face- to-

face interview (Appendix 2).  

Comparable questions were subsequently sent via an online process to a broader group of ECE setting 

leaders across Canterbury who were not interviewed in person. The findings from this survey will be 

discussed in a separate report. 
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Rapid Evidence Review of Health Promotion Interventions 

As effective public health action is informed by evidence, the Information Team at Community and Public 
Health (CPH) agreed to undertake a Rapid Evidence Review of Health Promotion in ECE settings4, including 
looking for evidence of effective sun safety protection interventions. The review was published in June 2018 
and concluded that: ‘Development during early childhood lays the foundation for health, education, social, 
employment and economic outcomes throughout the life course. Many young New Zealand children spend 
time in early childhood education (ECE) settings, making them an ideal location for health promotion.’ 

With respect to sun protection, the review found that interventions that include sun protection policies, 

education and environmental change can increase the use of sunscreen, hats and shade. The review also 

concluded that the most effective interventions have these characteristics in common:  

 

Broad profile of ECE settings interviewed, and key findings 

Interviewees in the ECE settings visited reported that rolls of children numbered from 30 -104, and to 

support these children, a total of 167 staff were identified. At several settings full-time staff were supported 

by a teacher aide or teacher in training and relief staff. 

The Equity Index of settings visited ranged from EQI 1 to EQI 5+with the highest number of settings being 

EQI 3 (n=12). Note that the Ministry of Education describes the equity index 5as an estimate of ‘the extent to 

which each child grows up in socio-economically disadvantaged circumstances that we know to be associated 

with their likelihood of achieving in education’, with the higher index indicating higher socio-economic 

advantage. 

                                                           
4 Rapid Evidence Review of Health Promotion Interventions: (https://www.cph.co.nz/wp-
content/uploads/HPinECESettingsReview.pdf 
5 http://www.education.govt.nz/ministry-of-education/consultations-and-reviews/recent-consultations-and-
reviews/education-funding-system-review/ 
 

http://www.education.govt.nz/ministry-of-education/consultations-and-reviews/recent-consultations-and-reviews/education-funding-system-review/
http://www.education.govt.nz/ministry-of-education/consultations-and-reviews/recent-consultations-and-reviews/education-funding-system-review/
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The CPH and Cancer Society Health Promoters were very impressed overall with the quality of the practices 

and policies in place to protect children from the harmful effects of the sun, as described by ECE staff. Staff 

were in general very aware of challenges in their setting, and proactive and committed to implementing a 

range of strategies in response.  

All settings had a sun protection policy.  When asked how regularly their policy was reviewed, of the twenty-

six respondents, nine said their policy was reviewed annually, fourteen said the policy was reviewed every 

three years, one indicated as per organisational policy but didn’t state frequency of review, one said it was 

to be reviewed in 2018 and one respondent was unsure.  

An overarching question was asked to gauge how easy Head Teachers/Managers/Supervisors/Kaiako felt it 

was to provide a sun protective environment.   

Some participants added comments. One issue that was raised several times, was that whilst good sun 

protection role modelling takes place within the settings, families could sometimes find it challenging to 

reinforce the same practices at home, for example, some children would arrive on Monday morning with 

sunburnt skin. The need for ongoing discussions with parents about key sun protection messages was often 

referred to.  
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One manager suggested that among some families, the ‘slip slop slap message has been lost over time’. A 

strong policy context was recognised by some settings as providing good direction.  Many settings 

highlighted the positive elements of natural outdoor shade and the fact that, even at this early age, many 

children self-regulate and will automatically move into a shaded area when they are too hot.  

Sun protection practices 

Following this more generic question, several specific practice-based questions were asked.  

Q 10 What practices does your centre follow regarding sunscreen application for 

children? 

Ninety-six percent (n=25) of ECE settings interviewed used a broad-spectrum sunscreen with an SPF of at least 

30. Thirty-one percent of respondents (n=8) said that they re-apply sunscreen to children every 2 hours 

during sun exposure. Thirty-eight percent of respondents said that they use a register system or a stamp 

system for applying and re-applying sunscreen. Only fifteen percent (n=4) said that they apply sunscreen 20 

minutes before children go outside in the sun. 

 

Many settings found that applying sunscreen 20 minutes before going into the sun was a challenge. One 

setting stated that ‘we aim to apply 20 minutes before going out, but this is challenging. We have a chart to 

show application times. We apply twice per day at approximately 9.30 then after lunch.’  Other settings cited 

a ‘free play’ environment making it difficult to apply sunscreen 20 minutes before going outside.  ‘we have a 

roll each day – we tick off each time children are sun blocked. Maybe 10 minutes before (not always 20 

minutes before). Application is at 9, 11, 1 and then later if needed.’  

Another setting commented ‘we may not exactly meet the 2-hour guideline, but we have a morning 

application of about 10 and then a 12-noon application; we have a hand stamp system to ensure all children 

are sun screened.’ 

 

Many ECE settings encourage parents to apply sunscreen before they arrive at the setting.  This could be 

problematic if this comes early in the morning, as by the time the next application at the ECE setting takes 

place, there may be occasions when children have gone beyond the 2-hour reapplication guideline. 

 

In answer to the question ‘what support would be helpful?’ a wide range of responses were given. The help 

most frequently mentioned was for free or subsidized sunscreen, staff recognizing that affordability was an 

issue for families and their settings. For example, one setting mentioned, ‘sunscreen is so expensive; what 

subsidies are available to early childhood centres?’ One setting would appreciate more people to help apply 

sunscreen, and another would like more tools or ideas to make sunscreen application more fun ‘and less of a 

drag’.  
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Positively, 24 respondents (96%) said that they encourage wearing of wide- brimmed hats (brim of at least 

6cm) or legionnaire’s caps (with flaps) that protect face, neck and ears. Similarly, the majority of settings did 

operate a ‘no (wide- brimmed hat) no play’ policy (76% n=19).  

However, only 13 (52%) of all respondents said that they discourage cap wearing. Staff discussed their 

sensitivity to the circumstances of families and what can be asked of parents on a limited budget. Good 

ongoing relationships with families assist staff in raising the issue with parents and whānau when the 

appropriate opportunity arises. One response staff make to the challenge of children arriving with caps or 

narrow-brimmed hats, or indeed coming without any hat is for the setting to provide spare hats.  

All settings provided spare (sun protective) hats for children attending their early childhood setting. In terms 

of families providing hats and settings providing spare hats, affordability was mentioned many times as a 

barrier.    

 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 

‘Affordability is an issue. This is a low socio-economic area - 98% of children are priority learners, 

non-English speaking or English is not their first language. Many Māori (about 6 or 7) and Pacific 

families (5 or 6) attend and some Asian and Indian families. The biggest challenge here is 

affordability - the most sun protective hats are more expensive. Help with funding would be good.’ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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‘We encourage bucket/wide brimmed hats but not all parents provide this. We do provide spare hats for 

children who don't bring them, but this is an ongoing issue for the setting.’ 

Another setting said ‘spare hats are provided for all children - we purchase them with equity funding. They 

have no choice here, hats are compulsory.’ 

One setting commented that a ‘challenge is around money, so we need to think how we can make it easier 

for families.’ 

Many settings had creative ways of tackling challenges with hat wearing. One setting talked about how they 

used fabric paints and each child had their own special picture on their individual hat. This encouraged them 

to wear their own hat and reduced the likelihood of children sharing hats which could be a hygiene risk. 

Another setting encouraged cap-loving children to wear their cap over a bucket hat making it clear that 

bucket hats were essential to play outdoors. Some settings identified they would appreciate donations of 

free bucket hats, or funding for appropriate hats.  

Head lice was raised as a key challenge to consistent hat wearing by at least 4 early childhood settings.  

___________________________________________________________________ 

‘We provide hats other than caps; we encourage (hat-wearing) through subtle messaging with 

parents. Children know it’s ‘No hat no play’ outside. We encourage children to have their own hat. 

This is preferred due to head lice. During summer we mention sun protection during mat time 

where we all come together.’ 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Many settings mentioned the challenges they faced in ensuring each child had an appropriate hat; 

challenges included how to avoid children sharing hats, how to ensure that children didn’t take home hats 

belonging to the setting, staff feeling like they were constantly chasing hats and constantly washing spare 

hats. 

In answer to the question ‘What support would be helpful?’ in addition to the responses given concerning 

affordability, several settings would appreciate visual resources that could be passed on to parents that 

showed the approved types of sun-protective hats. 

 

Settings staff identified that often encouraging parents to dress children in sun protective clothing was more 

of a challenge than either sunscreen application or wearing sun protective hats.   

In response to Question 12, fourteen settings (58%) encouraged parents to dress children in long sleeved 

tops that fall below the elbow, while only seven settings (29%) encouraged parents to dress children in 

longer length shorts or skirts/dresses. However, 100% of respondents to this question did provide some sort 

of cover up clothing if staff felt that a child’s skin was excessively exposed. This mainly consisted of spare T-

shirts to cover up. 

Many settings commented that supporting children to come dressed in sun protective clothing was a 

challenge they approached sensitively, aware as they were of what realistically can be asked of families on 

limited budgets.  

One setting commented ‘clothing is not in our sun safe procedure. We don't stipulate what clothing is best- it 

would be good to support a change in policy’. Another setting commented ‘we do encourage cover up 

clothing to be worn, however the demographics of families using our setting means it's not so easy...we do 

get children wearing shoe string straps. This is an ongoing issue’. 
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When asked how well staff role model sun protective behaviour, 44% (n=11) said ‘extremely well’, and just 

over half (52% n=13) said ‘very well’, so this appears to be a strength in the sector. Only one respondent 

described staff role modelling as ‘not well at all’.  

Generally, comments were positive in this area, with many noting that role modelling key sun-protective 

messages were just the norm now as many teachers had worked in ECE settings for many years. 

There were some challenges raised here, with one setting indicating that they ‘need some help’ as staff who 

were outside for a long time did not pay much attention to the policy in this aspect. One respondent stated 

that children reminded staff to put hats on, ‘it's our age. Vanity is an issue for staff.’ 

Many settings commented that it was simply policy to role model sun protective behaviours, ‘we’re expected 

to, we have to model it - it's our passport to outdoors too.’ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

‘Sometimes (staff do) not wear hats for short periods outside but generally are great.  Kids see 

staff applying sunscreen.  It would be good to have expectations about staff wearing sun 

protective hats in the policy.’ 

____________________________________________________________________ 

Questions were then asked about outdoor shade provision. Settings were asked to rate the current outdoor 

shade provision at their setting on a sliding scale.  

Q14 How would you rate your current outdoor shade provision? 

Some settings (n=6) described their outdoor shade provision as excellent (most of the outdoor area is 

shaded), some as okay (about half the outdoor area is shaded), and only one setting rated their shade 

covering as poor (little or no outdoor shade available). 
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Nearly all settings (twenty-five of the twenty-six respondents) used natural resources to provide shade. 

Similarly, twenty-four of the twenty-five staff interviewed used shade structures (for example, awnings) to 

provide shade coverage. Twenty-four of the twenty-six participants said they assess where shade falls 

throughout the day and use this information to plan their outdoor activity. Less than half of all respondents 

indicated that they have access to portable shade (38%). 

No additional practices to those identified by the question prompts were referred to with respect to shade 

provision, but additional comments included ‘sun shades stay up all summer. We have shade over our 

sandpit and swings. We often make up tents and have tarpaulin tied up in areas without shade’. Several 

settings referred to artificial turf noting that it gets quite hot and this is an extra consideration to be mindful 

of. ‘Astro Turf gets hot so needs care taken. We have shade poles and outside shelter. We take blankets in 

and out.’ Another setting mentioned that they ‘hose down’ concrete areas to cool them down. 

Many settings referred to sun protection practices when the weather was hot. Even with robust sun 

protective practices it is important to promote the fact amongst early childhood educators that sun damage 

occurs as a result of exposure to Ultra Violet Radiation (UVR) and is unrelated to heat; people can still 

sunburnt on a cloudy day. Sun protective practices need to be followed when UVR levels reach three and 

above as indicated by the Ultra Violet Index (data supplied by NIWA).  

Several settings talked about setting up ‘tented areas’ or ‘draped fabric’ to encourage children to keep cool 

outside. One setting noted that knowing where ultraviolet protection factor (UPF) fabric could be purchased 

would be helpful. 
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One setting was concerned about the lack of shade over the swing area and commented ‘when really hot we 

put the swing up high, so it can't be used.’ Several settings stated that portable shade provision (such as 

umbrellas or shade sails) would be useful in areas where shade is lacking outdoors and ‘(in terms of) support, 

a (funding) letter of support /recommendation about shade provision would be useful’. Several settings 

identified that other helpful support would be knowledge of organisations amenable to funding shade 

provision and help with funding applications for shade (as this is time-consuming). 

 

Ongoing relationships with parents and whānau was deemed the most important way to communicate sun 

protective messages to parents and whānau by 96% of respondents (n=25). Many ECE settings indicated that 

sun protective messages were included in their settings’ enrolment packs or documentation (65%, n=17).  

Only 19% of respondents (n=5) stated that sun protection messages were available in different languages. 

One respondent commented that ‘(our sun protection) messages (are) not in different languages and we 

have a hugely diverse group of children (60% not NZ European)’. Several settings said that they have staff on 

their team or have access to staff who ‘speak other languages who may help to translate messages if 

needed.’ However, this expertise was not widely available across settings.  

Seven of the twenty-six settings said that sun protective messages in different languages would be helpful, 

as their families came from increasingly diverse ethnic backgrounds Messages that reached Māori, Pacific 

(particularly Samoan), Indian, and Chinese families were mentioned specifically. One suggested that ‘an app 

would be useful, and we can have messages translated?’ 

Relatively few settings (11%, n=3) believed that sun protection messages are included on their websites. 

Many settings mentioned in the additional practices section that they promote sun protection messages in 

their newsletters (n=17). A number of respondents (n=5) from Kidsfirst Kindergartens mentioned using the 

Educa online whānau communication tool to promote messages as each child has their own online folder. A 

few settings mentioned having an SMS/ text message-based service for parents and whānau.    

One respondent commented that they are ‘constantly talking to parents about sun protection and include 

messages in newsletters. There are no real challenges but it all depends on whether parents take it on board.’ 

Positively, one setting said that it is ‘easy to talk to families about these issues; they are receptive.’ 

Regarding how the information would be best communicated, one respondent said that ‘visual and colourful 

information is more eye-catching… photos are a good way to engage parents.’ Settings described how 
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messaging worked best when it was presented as short and sharp information ‘bites’, such as simple and 

clear graphic or visual messages that would reach all parents including those with lower literacy levels. One 

ECE kaiako suggested a short film could be helpful (for example, showing the amount of sunscreen a child 

should apply with tips for good application).  

Q17 Would you like up to date information on any of the following? (Tick all 

that would be of interest) 

 

Respondents were asked if they would appreciate receiving various types of information. 

Most respondents indicated that they would like information of the types suggested in the survey (see table 

above). Many felt that they generally had the information they most needed but any information available 

would be appreciated. One ECE setting commented that ‘anything you have to share would be promoted.’ 

Quite a few settings offered additional comments on skin types, ‘(information about) different types and 

colour of skin and sun protection would be useful; we haven't had much info sent out to us about sun 

protection.’ Another that, ‘dispelling myths would be good, some communities don't think they can get burnt 

or develop skin cancer…’ A few commented that information about the harshness of the NZ sun would be 

good; ‘information about the ozone layer. Migrants may not be used to the intensity of the NZ sun.’   

___________________________________________________________________ 

 ‘Information on how regularly to apply sunscreen, how long it takes to be absorbed (would be 

useful). Some families with darker skin may think it's not important for them - information on 

different skin shades and sun protection would be useful, we do have different nationalities here.’ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

The sunscreen information most requested concerned types of sunscreen (including the best for sensitive 
skin, or the skin of infants and toddlers), what SPF and the types of SPF mean, how much sunscreen to use 
and how frequently to apply/reapply sunscreen. Other specific questions were for a product list, how long 
sunscreen takes to be absorbed, how do sunscreens work (what ingredients stop the harm from the sun); 
were there alternatives to using sunscreen for parents who felt it was harmful, and if sunscreen was needed 
in winter. 
 

Another setting commented that their staff are very creative and ‘we would like to do a fourth term sun 

protection display for parents, highlighting the importance of sun protection. We would appreciate a Cancer 

Society visit to do some activity-based learning with children on how to apply sunscreen.’ 
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Skin checking was mentioned a few times during discussions. ‘It would be good to have information on what 

is recommended if you notice a concerning mole or skin appearance, as some may be embarrassed to see a 

doctor.’ 

One response generated by this question was about affordability of sunscreen.  

‘Sunscreen is so expensive; what subsidies are available to Early Childhood Centres?’ 

 

Cancer Society has recently developed an online learning module about sun protection for educators in the 

early childhood education setting.6  

Awareness of this module was low amongst the twenty-six ECE settings spoken with, 88% (n=23) saying they 

were unaware of the Cancer Society module.  Only three (12%) had heard about the online learning module. 

Most respondents thought this module would be useful and they would encourage staff to access the 

learning. A few respondents did comment that early childhood staff are very busy and professional 

development is a time challenge.  

 

                                                           
6 https://s3-ap-southeast2.amazonaws.com/csnz/Modules/SunSmart+ECE+professional+development+module/story.html 
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Conclusion  

The rapid evidence review of health promotion interventions (2018) identified characteristics of the most 

effective interventions, and our survey identified how well these characteristics are present in ECE settings.  

1. ‘Produce written policies and guidelines’. The face to face survey showed that 100% ECEs visited had 

written sun protection policies in place.  

2. ‘Ensure ECE setting staff role model healthy behaviours’. Ninety six percent staff described their staff as 

role modelling sun protection behaviours ‘extremely well’ or ‘very well’. 

3. ‘Engage, involve, educate and empower parents’. Staff visited in ECE settings identified that relationships 

with whānau were key, and sun protection messages were best communicated to parents through day to 

day conversations.  

4. ‘Modify the environment to enable healthy choices’. Staff in general were diligent in protecting children 

(and themselves) from the harmful effects of sun through their practices while recognising that affordability 

of sunscreen and hats was a barrier to many families, and some settings themselves.   

Information on sun protection and different skin types was requested, as staff reported that some 

communities wrongly believed that their skin type was protection from sunburn and developing skin cancer.  

Specific sun protective practices as discussed with staff are further described below:  

Sunscreen: Staff reported that in general they ensure sunscreen is available, encourage the use of 

SPF 30+ broad-spectrum sunscreen, encourage parents to apply sunscreen, support children to 

apply sunscreen themselves where appropriate, and keep a register when sunscreen is applied and 

reapplied (ideally applied 20 minutes before children and staff go outdoors, reapplied every 2 hours 

when UVR levels are 3 and above but especially between 10am and 4 pm during the months of 

September through to April). 

Sun protective hat wearing practices: Staff reported they encourage the use of wide brimmed or 

legionnaires hats (96%), discourage cap wearing (52%), provided spare hats (100%), and 76% follow 

‘no hat no play’ guidelines. 

Sun protective clothing practices:  Staff described how they sensitively encourage whānau to clothe 

children in long-sleeved tops that fall below the elbow, or in longer below-the-knee skirts and 

shorts. Many provide spare clothing for children to cover up outdoors. 

Shade provision: ECE settings in general pay excellent attention to the provision of outdoor shade 

through provision of trees, built shade structures and through assessing the moving of shady spots 

throughout the day and modifying children’s outdoor activities accordingly. Less than half of all 

respondents indicated that they have access to portable shade (38%). 

5. ‘Provide education opportunities to ECE setting staff’. Cancer Society has recently developed an online 

learning module about sun protection for ECE educators. Awareness of this module is low amongst the ECE 

settings spoken with; only 12% had heard about the module. However, staff were keen to add to their 

current knowledge, and learn about this flexible professional learning module. 

6. ‘Participate in structured external health promotion programmes’. Currently there are none available 

specifically for ECE in Christchurch. 
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7. ‘Integrate health-related activities into the curriculum’. A specific question wasn’t framed on this topic, 

however ECE staff interviewed gave examples of numerous ways they incorporate sun protection activities 

into the (Te Whāriki) curriculum on a day to day basis, particularly in the summer months. 

8. ‘Use multicomponent interventions’. ECE setting leaders described through their survey responses a 

variety of practical, creative ways in which they seek to protect children from the harmful effects of the sun. 

Interventions include having sun protection policies, role-modelling by staff, engaging whānau, and other 

supportive practices.   

Recommendations  

ECE educators described a variety of challenges they faced and what support they would find helpful. This 

report concludes with recommendations for Health Promoters working in ECE settings, as tabulated below. 

Recommendation Who When 

Sunscreen application: 

Encourage ECE settings to incorporate sunscreen 
application 20 minutes before going out into their 
practice guidelines. 

Cancer Society Summer 2018-2019 

Provide sunscreen application register templates to 
ECE settings. 

Cancer Society Summer 2018-2019 

Affordability of sunscreen:  

Promote Cancer Society reduced rate of sunscreen to 
ECE settings. 

Cancer Society Summer 2018-2019 

Advise ECE settings on sunscreen criteria (what to 
look for when buying sunscreen). 

Cancer Society Summer 2018-2019 

Hat wearing: 

‘Torch and hats’ activity (demonstrates how bucket 
and wide brimmed hats offer more shade) written up 
for ECE educators to use. 

Cancer Society Summer 2018-2019 

Cancer Society explore options to access funding for 
hats or donations of hats. 

Cancer Society Summer 2018-2019 

Cover up Clothing:  

Encourage ECE settings to incorporate cover up 
clothing guidelines in sun protection policies.  

Cancer Society with CPH  Summer 2018-2019 

Promote awareness of cover up clothing guidelines 
to ECE educators. 

Cancer Society with CPH Summer 2018-2019 

Shade provision: 

Cancer Society letter of support made available to 
settings applying for funding for shade. 

Cancer Society Summer 2018-2019 

Inform settings where Ultra Violet Protection (UPF) 
fabric can be purchased. 

 

 

Cancer Society Summer 2018-2019 
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Sun protection information/ communications: 

Cancer Society promote new online module widely 
across ECE settings. 

Cancer Society National Office, 
Canterbury West Coast 
Division, and CPH 

November 2018 and ongoing 

Cancer Society 2018 sun protection promotional 
resources developed and disseminated. Cancer 
Society work with ‘Teacher Talk’ to strengthen 
resource. 

Cancer Society National office November 2018 

Sun protection practices infographic/ summary 
included in HPS Magazine. 

CPH Term 1 2019 

Cancer Society 2018 sun protection promotional 
resources disseminated to ECE settings. 

Cancer Society CWC Division 
with support of CPH 

Ongoing through Sept 2018 -
April 2019 

SunSmart snippets promoted to ECE settings. Cancer Society and CPH Ongoing through Sept 2018 -
April 2019. 

Story about sun protection survey in ECE settings 
written for CDHB communications 

CPH and Cancer Society (CWC) Summer 2018-2019 

Professional development for ECE settings 
Cancer Society promote new online module widely 
across EC settings. 

Cancer Society National Office, 
Canterbury West Coast 
Division, and CPH 

November 2018 and ongoing 

Policy advice for ECE settings   
Cancer Society promote their availability to review 
Sun Protection policies with ECE settings.  

Cancer Society National Office, 
Canterbury West Coast 
Division, and CPH 

November 2018 and ongoing 
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Appendix 1: Early Childhood Sun Protection Practices Survey  

Copy of Early Learning Services Sun protection practices survey. 

About the survey 

 

The Cancer Society, Canterbury- West Coast Division and Community and Public Health (CDHB) are 

conducting this survey to learn about sun protection practices in Early Learning Services. We 

appreciate that providing a sun protective environment may be challenging at times and we are keen 

to learn about what is going well and what support you and your staff might appreciate. All 

information will be dealt with confidentially. No names of people or centres will be included in the 

survey findings. 

1. Centre Name 

 

2. Contact Person (name and position) 

 

3. Number of children on current role 

 

4. Contact Details: 
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5. About your staff team 

 
 

6. Equity Index Rating.  

 
 

7. Does your Centre have a current Sun protection policy or procedure? 

   YES (provided prior to face to face interview) 

   YES (but not provided prior to face to face interview) 

   NO 

    DON'T KNOW 

8. How regularly is your sun protection policy / procedure reviewed? 

 

9. In your opinion, how easy is it to provide a sun protective environment daily for children / tamariki 

in your care? 
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10. What practices does your centre follow regarding sunscreen application for children? (Tick all that 

apply) 

 

 

11. What practices does your centre follow so that children wear sun protective hats? 
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12. What practices does your centre follow regarding children wearing sun protective clothing? 

 

 

13. In your opinion, how well do staff role model sun protective behaviour 
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14. How would you rate your current outdoor shade provision? 

 

 

15. How does your centre provide adequate shade for outdoor play between September and April 10- 

4pm and when UV levels are 3 and above? 

 

 

16. How does your centre communicate sun protection messages to parents and whānau? 
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17. Would you like up to date information on any of the following? (Tick all that would be of interest) 

 

 

18. Cancer Society has developed a new online Sun protection learning module for staff and parents in 

early childhood. Are you aware of this? 
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Appendix 2 

The ‘Sun protection information resource pack’ sent to Early Childhood Education Settings after face to face 

survey, with the following email introduction:  

‘As discussed when we met, here are some documents that may be helpful to you.  

 The document ‘Early Learning SunSmart Resources’ includes the link to the online learning module 
for ECE staff 

 SunSmart snippets are useful key messages that can be used for email signatures, cut and pasted 
into newsletters etc.    

 Something to remember as September approaches: Cancer Society works in partnership with 
Christchurch City Council who manage a shade loan scheme for community groups where shade 
tents and sun spikes (with sunscreen) can be hired (free of charge) to support community events. 
Please contact Linzee Knight at CCC to find out more. The scheme is well used during the summer 
months, so I encourage groups to get their request bookings in early.’ 
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Appendix 3  

 

Sun protection bi-lingual information available from Cancer Society: 
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Appendix 4  

Additional (abbreviated) comments in response to Q9: In your opinion, how easy is it to provide a sun 

protective environment on a daily basis for children / tamariki in your care? 

Additional Comments: 

 There are conflicting views from parents. We provide sunblock, some children can't have ours and parents are 
encouraged to provide their own. 

We have big tree - providing good natural shade. Two shades for veranda. They are expensive - we are limited by 
restricted finances. 

As a teacher I have been in the industry for 14 years - well versed in messaging. 

Just part of our practice. All in place, needs to be ongoing education with parents and families. 

We have 2/3 sunshades on outdoor area. I would say not protected enough. Hats may be a challenge. Staff need 
to do it first. 

First few weeks of term 4 takes children time to get into the rhythm. Sun shades go up then too. 

We have a very natural environment - move activities around. We recently lost a big tree and replaced it with a 
new one. Keen to keep environment natural. We've been on site at this centre for 5 years. 

Need to wear hats term 1 and 4. Bunnings have given hats these are all named but we don't have washing 
machine. Nits a problem 

Shape of playground makes things difficult as it is long and narrow. Have retractable shades that provide shade 
cover plus 2 main shade sails cover other areas. We have some shade from trees. 

We have lots of natural shade via trees and there are not many exposed areas. 

We are vigilant. We're lucky we have many trees for sun shade. We do monitor spots without shade, but it is 
expensive for shades - any extras, we must provide ourselves. We provide sunscreen, we know someone kids 
don't have sunscreen provided. 3 children have allergies to sunscreen. 

We can only shade so much of our playground and we can only provide so much sunscreen working with parents 
is a challenge. 

Policies and procedures (of our overarching organisation) are a good umbrella for this centre- structure very 
helpful. 

We have mirrors inside and outside. We ask children to put sunscreen on themselves, we check and help, 
especially little ones. It's fun. We encourage parents to apply in am, we have sunhats. We have an amazing 
system and use name recognition - children have own hats and they have a special picture which is drawn on 
their hat with fabric paint pen - they put them on their hook. Hats are washed each week. Couple of kids have 
their own hats. New and very young kids may at times refuse to wear hats. 

Biggest challenge is hats- in the first place it is an expectation to wear hats here as they don't wear them in home 
life. Lots of hats. Finding hats that don't cook them when running around is a challenge hot and heavy to wear. 
Slip slop slap message has been lost over time. 

Quite a lot of shade outdoors. We have shade cloths that are up 2 terms per year. Veranda area is large, and we 
have been applying for funding for shade cloth as it gets so hot in the summer. Not v successful with funding, 
have tried Rata foundation and CCC but no success yet. 

Tricky with routines but it's a high priority for us. 

This needs to balance with our focus on managing behaviour. Following up on resources can be hard to fit in. 
Would appreciate knowing more about how much sunscreen to use and more people to help apply sunscreen 
would help! We do monitor application and we try to empower children to do it themselves. 
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Appendix 5 

Additional (abbreviated) comments in response to Question 10 What practices does your centre follow 

regarding sunscreen application for children? (Tick all that apply) 

Additional Comments: 

Provide SPF 30 for all children and staff. We aim to apply 20 mins before going out, but this is challenging. We 
have a chart to show application times (we apply twice per day) approx. 9.30 then after lunch. 

Apply twice per day 9.30 am and 2.30 pm. Use stamp system. Encourage sun block before coming to centre. We 
use a stamp system when children are done but wears off. Teachers need to know about UV levels. Do encourage 
4-5-year olds to do themselves but supervise as staff are responsible. Firm on no singlet tops or spaghetti straps - 
we can get t shirts to cover up. Generally, inside 11-2. 

Routines - reapply in am and afternoon. Easier for the children in that we provide sunblock for use. Some 
teachers don't like to put it on as it dries their hands, so we give them gloves to use. Some older children rub on 
their skin themselves. Some kids refuse - we need to manage that and talk to parents. Support needed - more 
tools or more ideas to make it more fun...so less of a drag to apply. 

Encourage parents to put on sunscreen before arriving in the morning. If they don't it is available for them at the 
centre. We have set times and use a stamp system, so staff know who has been ‘sun screened’. We probably 
don't apply every 2 hours and don't apply 20 mins before going out. 

Have a roll each day - tick off each time children are sun blocked. Maybe 10 mins before (not always 20 mins 
before) Application 9, 11, 1 and then later if needed. 

Encourage parents to apply sunscreen before they arrive at centre. We do have it on reception for those who 
may have forgotten. Morning tea time is first application in the morning at the centre. For those with sensitive 
skins advise bring own sunscreen. We remind parents and carers about sunscreen in our newsletter. May not 
exactly meet 2 hr. guideline but have a morning application of about 10.00 and then 12 noon application- we 
have a hand stamp system to ensure all children are sun screened. 

Parents apply before arriving. It is probably applied twice over the day. We use SPF 50. Probably not applying 20 
mins before children go out into the sun. Reapplying but may not quite meet 2 hours guideline. 

Term 1 and 4 compulsory sunscreen. Application 3 times per day- application upon arrival, after morning tea and 
then after lunch. Would be good to know about what sunscreen is good for infant / toddlers. Our centre is open 
8.30am-2.30pm. 

Challenges are children with sensitivities to sunscreen. We have a box at door where sunscreen can be applied if 
hasn't been applied at home. Centre reapplies at lunchtime. We encourage parents to apply sunscreen before 
they arrive at school. We will top up again on a hot day. No register system. 

Parents encourage to apply sunscreen in morning before arriving at centre. We apply mid-day and afternoon 
also. Kindy teachers apply sunscreen alongside children to encourage good awareness> practicalities mean not 
always each 2 hours and can be difficult to have the 20 mins before going outside may be two and a half. Centre 

WE have a large outdoor area. Shade sails up, but sun moves around. Shade tree is great- we move tables 
constantly. One corner of the sandpit isn't covered by the shade. Constantly saying 'put your hat on' Sun blocking 
takes quite a bit of time to apply. 

We have sunshades. Don't have children doing key activities in the sun during hottest times of the day. 

In preschool lots of shade and tree lined centre- ‘open door' after lunch but in nursery we put shade up including 
over matting. 

Tend to have a good response from families. We have good shade coverage. Challenges can be parents 
remembering to sunblock children prior to arrival. Teachers are very diligent with sun protection messages. 
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has a sunscreen application tick sheet. For children with sensitive skin staff will wash hands before they apply 
sunscreen to children with sensitive skin. 

Use SPF 50 - policy says 15 mins. Policy is clear on application. We ask parents to apply sunscreen as they arrive at 
centre (in the main foyer) where there is a check sheet. Staff check this if not ticked then they apply to children - 
at lunchtime we re-apply. Some children bring own sunscreen if they are sensitive to sunscreen provided, or if 
they don't like sunscreen provided. EC forum has had constant discussion about sunscreens. 

Probably don't apply 20 mins before going outdoors often it is as they are going out, this could be more doable in 
the afternoons. Children here between 9 and 3pm. We do have register, but this is not set in stone- different 
systems happen. Reapply each 2 hrs. May be tricky. Apply 2 or 3 times at morning tea and lunch time. 

Use SPF 50.  20 mins application before going out is a bit tricky but outdoors is very shady anyway. For our 
register we have a list tick off or smiley face. Hours here are 9.30-5.30. Parents put on in the morning and we put 
on at lunch. Kids put on themselves, but we supervise, and teachers help. We use a mirror they can see. We ask if 
they've applied enough and help fill in gaps. We remind about covering ears. Usually only one teacher applies so 
easier to track. 

We provide sunblock and ask parents to put sunblock on first thing in morning (8.30-9am for most) Most get in at 
8. Reapply after lunch - most leave at 3. If lots of water play, may put on before Kai. Challenge if it children are 
there for 6-7 hrs. Hygiene issue teachers placing hands on faces. Kids do their arms or legs. 

No register but we have a marking system to say who has applied sunscreen. Challenge - those children who are 
sensitive to sunscreens we ask parents to provide own supply. We ask parents to apply first thing in the morning 
and then we reapply at centre. Many parents can't afford sunscreen so may not have it at home to apply. 

We use min SPF 30 - probably an SPF 50. In mornings we are able to apply 20 mins before children go out. 
Register - not as such but have a market dot on the hand. We provide sunscreen - it costs though. Rub on 
anytime from 8.30am, kids go out to play at 9am. Afternoons apply onward form 12.20pm. Day finishes at 2.30. If 
too hot outside, not going outside, rely on staff judgement. Our system couldn't run software re: NIWA and UV -
now have an iPad maybe it could now. Funding is the challenge for sunscreen. For a big bottle in the summer and 
to accommodate those who have sensitive skin or whom are intolerant- it's expensive. 

Expectation that parents apply before arrival at centre. We apply again after lunch. Encourage children to play in 
shade. It's tricky to apply 20 mins before children go outdoors. It's the outdoor teacher’s job to make sure 
application takes place and they just know which children have had it applied. We do target children who arrive 
in skimpy clothing. 

Will have to look at what sunscreen exactly. Application 20 mins before children go outdoors not possible in a 
free play environment. We don't have a sunscreen application register- we ask children to do it with us. We can 
tell who has applied. They put it on themselves, they like doing this it’s a novelty. We reapply after lunch. Parents 
are encouraged to put it on before they arrive we have spare sunscreen- we use at our discretion e.g. on a hot 
day. Some families supply their own. Challenge making sure some kids are well covered. 

We have SPF 30 but may look at higher SPF. Find it hard to apply 20 mins before going out as we play outside all 
the time, in the morning we have Karakia first. Parents apply sunscreen first thing, if we are aware child hasn't got 
it on we apply. We re-apply at lunch 11.45 ish. We go with our policy, is it 3 hours or 4. We could do 11am and 
1pm... Good to know we should apply each 2 hours. (this may be more often, but it shouldn't be a problem) 

Use Cancer Society brand. Encourage/empower kids to take responsibility first thing in morning. Ask parents to 
apply before they come, sometimes that doesn't happen. We have sunblock available and have moved from a 
stamp process to using a vivid pen to mark on hand when applied in morning and afternoon. Apply mid-morning 
then also between 12.30-1 in afternoon. Kids covered more regularly if come in as early children. Two children 
supply their own sunscreen. Maybe more parent education and we could put reminders in newsletters. 

Not necessarily applying sunscreen 20 mins before children go outdoors, not necessarily applying sunscreen each 
2 hrs., don't use a register but do stamp hands. We have free play all day. Parents may not have sun blocked kids 
either. Longest gap would be 3 hrs. We apply around lunchtime, sometimes hard as we can have unsettled 
children on some days and some days it runs smoothly. The main challenge is getting parents on board. Children 
are good at noticing when they need to get out of the sun and they will say if they have not been sun screened. 
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50 Plus sunscreen wherever we can get it, currently using Sun guard. Didn't realise had to be applied 20 mins 
before going outdoors. We line children up and apply sunscreen at approx. 9am - repeat this process after lunch. 
We do apply a lot of sunscreen. Sometimes after the weekend we see that children are sunburned, and we do 
raise concerns with parents. If any children have allergies we have pictures up reminding staff who has allergies. 
We encourage to apply sunscreen themselves all children have it applied unless they have an allergy. No 
complaints parents don't mind us talking to them about issues. Affordability is an issue - could cancer society 
provide sunscreen at a reasonable price? 

Person on outside duty takes mirror, applies sunscreen, stamp once done. Kids do some themselves. Apply once 
per day. Kids are pretty good at applying themselves- they know when a bit has been missed. 

Latest purchase was SPF 50 sunscreen. Ask parents to apply in the morning before they arrive. We re-apply at 
lunchtime, Kids apply it themselves if capable - once applied each child receives a happy face stamp. One child 
has skin issues, so parent provides own sunscreen. One child has severe allergies so has rash suit and hat to cover 
up. Parents by and large are good many parents will tell us they have forgotten to apply, and we apply sunscreen 
(some parents struggle to afford sunscreen) Staff are confident in sunscreen knowledge. Asked about free 
sunscreen- supply of sunscreen without cost would be helpful. Applying sunscreen 20 mins before going outdoors 
is something to think about. 

No register of application as we would be writing 'all the time'. Ask parents to apply before for they arrive at the 
centre. If allergies etc. we ask parents to bring their own.  Centre has its own sunscreen and apply it to arms and 
faces We also have 40 hats that we wash weekly. The application process flows well, when children are applying 
themselves they want more and more, we encourage them to use a mirror to watch how they are applying 
sunscreen to themselves. Challenge: SPF factors are not always conveyed well. Amanda informed that there is 
only a small difference between protection offered by SPF 30+ and SPF 50+. It is important to apply correctly. 

We use SPF 50. We ask parents to apply sunscreen before children arrive at the centre, but we also Apply 
sunscreen twice a day usually between 9.30 and 10.00 and again after lunch between 12-12.30. 

 

 

Appendix 6 

Additional comments received in response to Q12: What practices does your centre follow regarding children 

wearing sun protective clothing? 

not specifically long sleeved but we do encourage cover up clothing to be worn, however the demographics of 
families using our centre means it's not so easy...we do get children wearing shoe string straps. This is an ongoing 
issue. 

Talk about covering shoulders not really about tops falling below elbow. Need to remind parents before summer 
hits, but we do that. Parent portal we use to remind about sun protection. Encourage parents for children to 
bring rash shirts. 

Not in sun safe procedure. No expectation of clothing in the Best Start policy. We don't stipulate what clothing is 
best- would be good to support Best Start to change policy. Best to effect policy. 

We don't want children wearing singlets (but not enforceable) - encourage them to wear t shirts and discourage 
spaghetti straps. 

Parents quite good at cover up clothing. Asian families are good at this. We explain to families why we don't allow 
singlets - shoulders can get burnt easily. Include messaging in Newsletters -reminders about covering up etc. and 
drinking water. Often footwear during summer might be jandals - need to keep educating about covering up. 
Diverse range of cultures, refugees from several countries including Afghanistan, also Pacific families, Asian, 
Indian, Rarotonga, and Cook Islands. 

Work with teachers to encourage children to cover up- staff have to role model. Don't really mention dressing in 
longer length shorts / skirt/ dresses. 
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Policy says what clothing is advisable during summer. This is more difficult as sometimes children come in winter 
time in clothes that are not appropriate. Hard to teach parents, many come from hot countries having protective 
clothing is not a priority. We do have spare clothing for accidents and this could be used for covering up if 
needed. 

We have seesaw system to put out notices. We provide spare clothes - children will tell parents about clothing 
they can't wear. 

We do remind parents of appropriate clothing to cover up i.e. no strapless tops in our newsletters. - encourage 
shoulder to be covered. 

In summer we provide clothes to change or cover up shoulders etc. - parents tend to be responsive. Talk about 
longer sleeves but not so much about longer shorts or dresses. Tend to focus on shoulders, and backs of neck. 

We provide t shirts to cover up. In summer, lots of water play so encourage wearing of rash tops and togs and 
sunscreen legs and feet. Apply sunscreen with gloves. 

We talk to parents about things like avoiding spaghetti straps. Info on suitable Hats and cover up clothing would 
be usual - visual images. 

Advise parents they need to wear a t shirt under spaghetti straps or singlets. We insist they cover their shoulders. 
Most children don't wear spaghetti straps. Cover up clothing is strongly encouraged but some families don't 
supply the best clothing. If some basic info for parents was available that would be helpful. E.g. slip slap slop 
messages include longer length clothing and give message that children can still feel cool if dress in longer length 
clothing. 

Parents can only provide what they afford. Parents will send kids in anything, sometimes no shirt. We provide 
clothes and we can wash and dry them. Posters for the summer to encourage cover up and use hats would be 
good. We are telling parents all the time. Sunscreen products for us and families need to be affordable. 

We put messages in newsletters, we put on t shirts if children have exposed shoulders etc. we talk to parents. We 
sunblock all uncovered areas. Challenge with 2 yr. olds we do it for them. 

Provision of clothing - Not applicable - in this setting with many pacific families’ children tend to come in long 
sleeves and many layers. We don't want to make it too hard. Challenge is hat supply - having consistency as they 
go missing regularly. 

Children come in clothing children can afford, sometimes that means they come in skimpy clothing. We do give 
general messaging to parents to cover up. 

We have extra t shirts donated we can use for covering up, children must wear T shirts. Whanau education would 
be good- Annie runs parents groups and we could put info in monthly newsletters. 

We do encourage parents to consider longer length clothing and on our Educa system we have put sun 
protection reminders, so we could do a reminder about clothing- has a public message board. We like to 
empower children to make good choices. We also promote hydration and make water easily accessible. 

We don't have a lot of success with clothing, we try to empower kids to make good choices. We could put info in 
the newsletter - visuals are good. Use real photos of children on info board showing them in sun protective 
clothing. Info on melanin and darker skins would be useful. 

Not thought of this so much- info on sun protective clothing would be useful. 

Accept clothes kids come in. Emphasise use of sunscreen. Some posters about clothing may be good. 

We say it's not okay to wear strappy dresses, parents are fine with this, and we have a supply of T-shirts with 
sleeves to cover up but not necessarily below elbow. Rash suits would be ideal for children to wear. Centre has 
spare clothing to help cover up. 

The KidsFirst enrolment pack has info about sun protective clothing. There are challenges here as we don't want 
to be seen to be making judgements about parent’s choices, sometimes children may dress themselves and they 
may arrive in clothes that are not really sun protective e.g. spaghetti straps. We hadn't really thought about 
encouraging longer length (tops and bottoms) clothing through discussion. 
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Some families don't provide adequate clothing to provide adequate change of clothes e.g. when a child gets wet. 
Staff keep 'building conversations' with parents- simple messages we can send would be helpful 

 

 

Appendix 7 

Additional (abbreviated) comments received in response to Q13: In your opinion, how well do staff role model 

sun protective behaviour? 

Additional Comments: 

All staff wear sun protective hats, model sunscreen use, reapply each 2 hrs and provide shady areas for activities 
outside. Staff talk to children about need for shade. 

Need some help. Staff outside for long time don't take much attention to policy in this aspect. Need to roster in 
and out. 

Sometimes not wear hats for brief period for brief period outside but generally great. Kids see staff applying 
sunscreen. Would be good to have expectations about staff wearing sun protective hats in the policy. Info re risks 
of not being sun protective would be useful. 

I started in January and noted that staff role model well. Long sleeves, brimmed hats, staff commit to this we 
have good buy in. 

Staff know they must be covered, wearing hats and sensible clothing 

Can't answer this as not permanently here. We are recruiting for a new Centre Manager currently. 

Same policy applies for staff as for children re: hat wearing. We have work shirts to cover up. Have water fountain 
so encourage drinking water to help keep cool. On hot days we bring children in and organise things like yoga to 
help children take time out and cool down. 

Teachers don't go out without a hat- they are v. health conscious and model clothing protection and sunscreen. 

Staff always wear hats outside in summer. T shirts at a minimal. On days not excessively hot, staff may on 
occasion expose more skin. Always role model sunscreen wearing 

Although new owners, I have worked with teachers before - they are all on board with messaging. We do our 
best to avoid sunburn. We do have times when children come in after the weekend with sunburn. There will be a 
percentage of children whose families don't use sunscreen. Misconception that people with darker skins don't 
get sunburn - aware this is not necessarily so. 

All wear wide brimmed hats. 

Everyone must wear a hat. Not sure if teachers wear sunblock. 

Kids remind us to put hats on. It's our age ''Vanity'' is an issue for staff. 

Model hat wearing, outdoor staff are very conscious about sun protection 

Same rules apply for staff as they do for children. 

Set out clearly in our policy. No real challenges. 

Expected we must model it - it's our passport to outdoors too. 

We have special sunblock for kids with sensitive skin. We always have hats. 

Staff may swap over from outside - inside. We look out for each other and communicate with each other. 
Encouraged to wear hats, staff know modelling is very important. We have mature staff who are aware of 
acceptable clothing. A mole check / skin check event would be good for staff. 
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We're all good at making sure kids see us cover up.... we’re all on board. 

Staff work well together, we all wear hats, sunglasses and sunscreen. 

Staff don't go out without a hat. Use sunscreen if they choose. Some will wear sunglasses. 

Our teachers are long serving the least amount of time a teacher has been here has been 9 years. We're lucky we 
have long serving staff as I know it can be difficult when you have staff change over and new staff are not yet fully 
aware of key messages. 

Good role modelling from staff however, hats can be trickier as some staff don't want 'hat hair'...some ideas of 
how to encourage consistent hat wearing amongst staff would be good. 

Staff have a polo shirt uniform and encouraged to wear 3/4 pants. Sometimes need a reminder about wearing 
hats when outside. No real challenges team are all on board with sun protection. 

 

Appendix 8 

Additional (abbreviated) comments received in response to Q16 How does your centre communicate sun 

protection messages to parents and whānau? 

Additional Comments: 

Don't think it's in enrollment pack, we send emails and reminders in terms 1 and 4. Most info gets shared via face 
to face. Include messages in centre termly newsletters and messages on info boards around the centre. 

Have messages in Mandarin. No hat no play. An app would be useful we can have messages translated. Need a 
question in enrollment form about centre sunscreen and if okay for children. 

Messages not in different languages and we have a hugely diverse group of children (60% not NZ European). 
Newsletter goes out every 6 weeks- Would be good to remind parents before daylight savings times that sun 
protection needs to be considered. Use Story park and put sun protection messages on this app. Many have this 
App so will get it quickly on their phones 

Use Educa - online noticeboards. We put messages on our physical noticeboard at the centre. One to one 
conversations are important for this. We put reminders up to encourage wearing of wide brimmed hats. We have 
some staff who speak other languages who may help to translate messages if needed. 

Online assessment pack - use this. We put reminders online. We also do this manually putting messages in 
parent’s pockets including reminders about administering sun block. Messages in different languages would be 
helpful. 

I think sun protection is mentioned in the enrollment info for families - the policies are displayed, and we 
encourage parents to look at them. We give reminders at start of season. Don't have messaging in other 
languages but would be good. Important to try different forms of communications 

In newsletters 

info not in enrollment pack but we do send home policies as they are getting reviewed and parents receive the 
H&S policy as part of enrollment to read before children start at the centre. Coming up to start of term 4 we give 
reminders to families. We have our own website and could put messages on this. 

Sun protection messages in Newsletters, on TV screens, emails and we now have text system that we could use 
to remind parents. Sun protection messages not in enrollment pack currently - but families do receive H&S policy 
which includes sun protection measures. Parents appreciate sun protection messages - they are 'switched on' 
and are really concerned about sunburn- conscious of what can happen if don't use it. Would be good to know 
about different types of sunscreen - especially those for sensitive skin. We also have pump bottle on stand on 
wall outside. (for use of nursery and preschool) 
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Use Educa system (online portfolio) we place sun protection messages on there we also have a text system that 
we can use. Mostly daily conversations. As summer season starts staff are diligent in reminding parents about sun 
protection. Translation has not been a major barrier as we can use online translation systems. 

Education around different ethnicities and that there is still a need for sun protection. Messages on FB page. We 
have a newsletter each 2 months - we do put reminders 'now it's time to remember you sun hats and use 
sunscreen'. Use whiteboard to communicate messages daily, for us best way is to educate the child as you 
educate parents too. Messages in other languages would be good, we have Indian, Chinese and Maori families. 

Put messages on electronic noticeboard. Also print out messages and have available in each room. Have 
messages displayed during summer months - parents have access to policies - so see our protection messages 
there. Some messaging available in Mandarin. Here we have predominantly Maori, Pacifica and Indian families. 

Not sure about website. Messages are in Newsletters and by Sign in sheets sometimes 

Include messages in Newsletter, notes to parents and we put sunblock out by sign in sheet and on FB page. 

Mostly promote verbally in combination with educate platform. We like to give people heads up before coming 
into the summer terms so that parents start thinking about sun protection. Notice / emails on message board- 
probably on website. I’m sure that Kidsfirst put messaging on - they are good at role modelling. Sun protection in 
different languages would be good - Pacifica and Maori, some Indian families. - diversity is constantly changing- at 
least 50% of our families are Maori. 

Not sure about website or whether messages are available in different languages. Annie (Whanau support 
worker) runs parent groups - we could have info in monthly newsletters and on FB page. 

Website is improving not sure if messaging is on website. We could put sun protection messages on Facebook. 
Main way to communicate is via day to day conversations but visual info is helpful. We have Educa system where 
children have own folder online ...info shared could be used in different language, particularly Samoan and Hindi. 
We have an ex teacher who we could ask for support for Mandarin speakers. More visual and colourful info is 
eye-catching - photos are an effective way to engage parents. 

Messages about hats and sunblock parents don't have messages about sunscreen as they don't burn the same. 
We include messages in newsletter and on Educa. Most of the team translate messaging in Tongan. We also use 
message board by sign in board. 

Newsletters Educa website - all Kidsfirst have this also use our noticeboards for messaging. One teacher can 
speak Samoan and Tongan. Kidsfirst teachers from other centres who speak other languages can help. 

We try to translate as staff as best we can - very diverse family base. We display sun protection policy on 
noticeboard. It’s that time of year again please put sunblock on first thing in morning. dashboard for all parents - 
Educa - could use this for messaging. 

Sunscreen is mentioned in enrollment packs. We out info on notice board and in newsletter. Lots of Samoan and 
Pacific Cook Islands families attend our centre. Messages in Samoan would be good. Educa platform advises 
parents - accessible via cellphones and computers. 

We are good talkers and role model sun protective behaviour. We include sun protection messages in our 
newsletters - repeat messaging once a term to the community - particularly that we insist on sunscreen. If 
translated messaging is available, we will use it. We have used parents’ om occasion to translate - mostly the 
messages do get through 

One to one conversations are most important way to communication sun protection messages, parents are open 
with us. Reminders are included in centre newsletter. Our centre closes at 3pm 

Include messages in Newsletters and on whiteboard. Probably have messages in enrollment packs 

Easy to talk to families about these issues, they are receptive. As weather heats up in the run up to summer we 
do include sun protection messages in our newsletters. 

Constantly talking to parents about sun protection include messages in Newsletters. No real challenges but all 
depends on whether parents take it on board. 
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Appendix 9 

Additional comments received in response Q17 Would you like up to date information on any of the following? 

(Tick all that would be of interest) 

Additional Comments: 

HPS story about sun protection would be good. V interested in info on different skin colour and types and sun 
protection. Asian families may sometimes overdress kids especially in the cold - but in summer underdress them. 
Info re: dressing children suitably would be handy to handout. 

Pretty well covered for info but anything you have to share - would be promoted. 

Different types of skin and sun protection would be useful- haven't had much info sent out to us about sun 
protection. 

Any info would be well received, we can drip feed messages. 

Would appreciate messages in other languages. Info about different types of sunscreen like zinc for fair skinned 
children. Messages to reinforce reapplying sunscreen and re-applying after swimming etc. would be good. 

Vitamin D pamphlet would be good, info about Vitamin D in winter okay to not wear a hat. Would be worried 
about how to explain not wearing a hat and then when to wear it to achieve Vitamin D balance...this would be 
easier with older children. 

Info on how regularly to apply, how long it takes to be absorbed. Some families with darker skin may think it's not 
important for them - info on different skin shades and sun protection would be useful, we do have different 
nationalities here. 

There is a lot of general info about Vitamin D. Sun protection messages in different languages would be good - 
and highlight message that dark skin - does still tan and highlight the harshness of NZ sun. 

 

Generally, conversations with parents - this is often raised especially in September as weather changes. Anything 
we can give to parents to support teachers would be useful. 

Would like to do a 4th term sun protection display for parents- highlighting importance of sun protection. Would 
appreciate a Cancer Society visit to do some activity-based learning with children.ie...how to apply sunscreen. 

Parents not as good with sun safety. Would be good to have more messages of applying sunscreen. Info about 
SPF and what it means, different SPFs would be useful. Subsidised sunscreen for those families who can't afford it 
would be good. Many children not used to sunscreen and we have heard people comment don't need it as they 
have darker skin. 

What does rickets look like in a 12-month-old child? Any information available would be useful. 

Short sharp info would be good. 

Posters need to be visual some parents don't read. Vat D info would be useful for staff. 

We often discuss Vitamin D around spring and autumn. Would be good to see if sun protection messages have 
changed. This info - open to all. Does sunscreen harm eczema? 
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Haven't talked about Vitamin D. Most families don't wear sunscreen and get plenty of sun- they say they don't 
burn - don't expect sun damage to be happening. Families in a hurry, multiple children, working and managing a 
home need simple clear graphic message. 

Dispelling myths would be good, some communities don't think they can get burnt or develop skin cancer. 
Kidsfirst had workshop re melatonin. Something for parents on Vitamin D ...some parents feel sunscreen is 
harmful (due to chemicals) so what other choices are available. Would be good to have info on what is 
recommended if notice a concerning mole or skin appearance, may be embarrassed to see doctor. Interested to 
know what ingredients stop harm...how do sunscreens work. 

It is a challenge to think about this (sun protection) at this time of year. 

Vitamins not high priority - we can google what we need to know but posters would be good and product lists - 
can talk until blue in the face but without financial ability some things don't change 

Visual info important - we're open to anything. Teachers are open - like facts as we're not nurses. 

Especially for Pacific families, Info on skin damage is worthwhile. Happy to receive any additional information that 
would be helpful 

More info on SPF factors. A strength here is that the children can now identify what to do to cool down (seek 
shade). Some parents don't work so much on sun protective clothing. We could develop a Sun protection display 
at the centre to remind parents of key messages, including info about the Ozone layer. Migrants may not be used 
to the intensity of the NZ sun. 

Have some children from Indian and Muslim families. Some children have gotten sunburn over the weekend and 
we find out they have been playing outside over lunchtime. (mid-day sun) Frequency of sunscreen application. Do 
you need sunscreen in winter?  

important in winter to still get outside - info about how much to apply would be useful Would be great to have a 
short film showing the amount a child should apply and tips for good application...more visual messages work 
well. Messages about re-applying waterproof sunscreen- really interested in different types of sunscreen for 
sensitive skin - and skin checking...would value electronic version of skin check leaflets. 

 


